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Section A (24 marks)

1 An empty railway truck of mass m
0
 is moving along a straight horizontal track at speed v0 . The point P is 

at the front of the truck. The horizontal forces on the truck are negligible. As P passes a fixed point O, sand 
starts to fall vertically into the truck at a constant mass rate k. At time t after P passes O the speed of the 
truck is v and OP x= .

 (i) Find an expression for v in terms of m
0
, v0 , k and t, and show that lnx k

m v
m
kt10 0

0

= +d n. [9]

 (ii) Find the speed of the truck and the distance OP when the mass of sand in the truck is m2
0
. [2]

2 A uniform rod AB of length 0.5 m and mass 0.5 kg is freely hinged at A so that it can rotate in a vertical 
plane. Attached at B are two identical light elastic strings BC and BD each of natural length 0.5 m and 
stiffness 2 N m–1. The ends C and D are fixed at the same horizontal level as A and with AC CD 0.5= =  m. 
The system is shown in Fig. 2.1 with the angle BAC i= . You may assume that 3

1
3
5G Gr i r  so that both 

strings are taut.
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Fig. 2.1

 (i) Show that the length of BC in metres is sin 2
1
i . [1]

 (ii) Find the potential energy, V J, of the system relative to AD in terms of i . Hence show that
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 (iii) Fig. 2.2 shows a graph of the function f ( ) 1.5 1.225
.
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Fig. 2.2

  Use the graph both to estimate, correct to 1 decimal place, the values of i  for which the system is in 
equilibrium and also to determine their stability. [4]
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Section B (48 marks)

3 A model car of mass 2 kg moves from rest along a horizontal straight path. After time t s, the velocity of the 
car is v m s–1. The power, P W, developed by the engine is initially modelled by P v v2 43= + . The car is 
subject to a resistance force of magnitude v6  N.

 (i) Show that d
d ( )( )t
v v v1 2= - -  and hence show that ( )lnt v

v
2 1
2

=
-
- . [10]

 (ii) Hence express v in terms of t. [2]

 Once the power reaches 4.224 W it remains at this constant value with the resistance force still acting.

 (iii) Verify that the power of 4.224 W is reached when .v 0 8=  and calculate the value of t at this instant.
 [2]

 (iv) Find v in terms of t for the motion at constant power. Deduce the limiting value of v as t " 3. [10]

4 A uniform lamina of mass m is in the shape of a sector of a circle of radius a and angle 3
1
r . It can rotate

 freely in a vertical plane about a horizontal axis perpendicular to the lamina through its vertex O.

 (i) Show by integration that the moment of inertia of the lamina about the axis is ma2
1 2 . [6]

 (ii) State the distance of the centre of mass of the lamina from the axis. [1]

 The lamina is released from rest when one of the straight edges is horizontal as shown in Fig. 4.1. After 
time t, the line of symmetry of the lamina makes an angle i  with the downward vertical.

O
OA

θ

 Fig. 4.1 Fig. 4.2

 (iii) Show that (2 1)cosa
g42i
r

i= +o . [4]

 (iv) Find the greatest speed attained by any point on the lamina. [4]

 (v) Find an expression for ip  in terms of i , a and g. [2]

 The lamina strikes a fixed peg at A where AO a4
3

=  and is horizontal, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The collision
 reverses the direction of motion of the lamina and halves its angular speed.

 (vi) Find the magnitude of the impulse that the peg gives to the lamina. [4]

 (vii) Determine the maximum value of i  in the subsequent motion. [3]
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